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Advertising rhetoric practice
Directions- Write down what emotion(s) (happy, sad, lust, love, envy, fear, anger, guilt, etc.)  you think the 
following ad slogans are trying to get you to have.
•	 Just do it. (Nike ad)
•	 Think different. (Apple Computer ad)
•	 Reach out and touch someone. (AT&T Phone Ad)
•	 In your heart, you know he’s right. (1964 campaign slogan for U.S. Presidential candidate Barry Goldwater, a 

conservative.)
•	 It’s the economy, stupid! (1992 campaign theme for U.S. Presidential candidate Bill Clinton.
•	 By any means necessary. (Rallying cry from Malcolm X)
•	 Have it your way. (Burger King)
•	 You can trust your car to the man who wears the star. (Texaco)
•	 It’s everywhere you want to be. (Visa)
•	 Know what comes between me and my Calvins? Nothing! (Calvin Klein jeans)
•	 Don’t Mess with Texas! (Anti-litter campaign in Texas)

Part two directions: Pick out a magazine, and USING A POST-IT, put your name on the front. Then, using 
post-its, mark the ads that you’re using, and make sure the Post-it sticks out the top of the page. Answer the 
following questions about your ads:
Classify the ads by type of emotional appeal:
 What emotions does this ad make you feel or intend to make you feel?
 What cultural values or ideals does this visual evoke or suggest: The good life? Love and harmony? Sex  
 appeal? Youth? Adventure? Economic Power and Dominance? Freedom? Other?
Connect the emotional appeals to the target audience.
 What gender, age group, and economic class is this ad trying to sell to? (E.g. Fairly wealthy girls between  
 12-18 years of age).
 Does/will the ad work with the targeted audience?
Final short essay question:
Do the ads in Time and Newsweek appeal to different emotions and desires from the ads in publications such as 
Cosmo, Sports Illustrated, and National Geographic? Why or why not? 


